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'Print is not dead', just newsagents

  |SAVE ARTICLE   PRINT   REPRINTS & PERMISSIONS

"Print is not dead," Mark Pigott says as he stares at half-empty

shelves in Taylor Square Newsagency.

Instead he blames the lockout laws in Kings Cross for the closure

of the 83-year-old family-owned newsagency on Oxford Street in

Sydney's Darlinghurst.

Since the lockout laws were introduced 18 months ago the newsagency has copped a

60 per cent drop in revenue.

"It kicked it for us. The street doesn't open until lunchtime. See the traffic here? That's

what's sucked it all out," Mr Pigott said.

Mark Pigott outside Taylor Square newsagent which has closed down due to lockout laws. Louise Kennerley
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Newsagency marketing agencies have approached him with different business

models, but Mr Pigott and his father John were unwilling to invest more money as

long as the foot traffic remained dead.

"It's a gamble that my family doesn't want to continue to take."

Newsagencies around the country have also suffered a blow from the declining

newspaper and magazine sales. The $2.1 billion dollar industry's revenue dropped by

2.7 per cent year on year, according to IBISWorld report.

On top of that, newsagents will suffer a further blow when deregulation kicks in from

early 2018 to allow Coles and Woolworths to sell lottery products.

LOTTERY DEAL WOULD CLOSE ONE IN THREE

Newsagent peak body estimates more than one in three newsagencies may face

closure if Coles and Woolworths enter the lottery market.

"Newsagents cannot match Coles and Woolworths with their bargaining powers.

They could do the same thing with what they've done with vegetables and say you get

$1 milk if you buy lottery tickets," Newsagents Association of NSW and ACT president

Greg Handley said.

"It's not that it's protecting newsagents, it's for small business. The rationale behind it

is to keep a process that where those people have paid good money on a fee for the

right to sell the lotteries, they made the lotteries products very profitable for the NSW

government and in the process the NSW government got a lot of money when it sold

that to Tatts."

Mr Handley said newsagents typically rely on lottery sales for somewhere between 20

to 85 per cent of their profit.

'PHENOMENAL'

But some newsagency marketing experts say instead of blaming the lottery

deregulation, they should focus on their business model instead. Mark Fletcher, who

runs newsagency marketing business newsXpress for 200 newsagencies nationwide,

said the industry body was sending out a wrong message by saying newsagents will

shut down if the lottery market deregulation kicks in.

"Newsagents can compete in that situation [of deregulation] and the association has

put out the wrong message and it's damaging the marketplace."

Mr Fletcher said newsagencies would be better off revamping themselves as a niche

retailer of products such as high-end, collectable Charlie Bears which retail for up to

$300 and Funko Pop! Vinyl action figures aimed at "geeky, nerdy males".

SHIFT TO COLLECTABLES

Husband and wife Andrew and Jill Robb, co-owners of newsXpress in Bell Park in

Geelong, Victoria said while the deregulation was a concern, it would not shut their

business. The couple has been running the newsagency business for 25 years and

engaged newsXpress 18 months ago to focus on sales of gifts and collectables.

"With the changing circumstances of decrease in the sales of mainstream of
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publications and magazines, we had to find some other way of generating an income,"

Mr Robb said.

Their revenue nearly doubled. A third of their business comes from Lotto sales and

the rest from selling collectables, gifts and greeting cards. Only a quarter of their

business now comes from newspaper and magazine sales.

Mr Fletcher said newsagencies such as Taylor Square Newsagency could have

avoided closure if they embraced a new business model.

"This is the point I made to John [Pigott] and Mark many times, we have to

aggressively pursue change," he said.

"It means deciding what is right for your business rather than your legacy suppliers

telling you what you should do."
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